Abstract -Microarray image gridding is one important step of microarray image analysis to determine 2D image coordinates of all array spots in the hybridized gene chip image. Accuracy of microarray image gridding will affect the reliability of gene-chip data extraction and even the final analysis results of gene-chip assays. However, in recent years, many new microarray image gridding methods presented have higher accuracy but have more computation complexity than those precedented ones. To promote gridding accuracy and decrease computation complexity simultaneously, we presented a novel and simple microarray image gridding method based on image projection sequences analysis and local extrema searching. Firstly we transformed 2D microarray image into vertical and horizontal 1D projection sequences, secondly utilized signal processing methods of low pass filtering and zero mean to filtered projection sequences, thirdly computed the first-order difference and second-order difference for the smoothed signals, and finally realized microarray image gridding according to the local extrema of difference sequences and span information of spots array on the microarray image. The subsequent gridding experiments showed that this method had met the requirements of computing accuracy and efficiency of microarray image gridding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gene chip analyzing technology has been applied extensively in such fields as life science research, clinical disease diagnosis, food security and environment monitoring [1, 2, 3] . Microarray image gridding is one crucial step for gene chip analysis. Through microarray image gridding analysis, image coordinates of each fluorescent spot on gene chip can be determined and prepared for the consecutive steps of single spot image segmentation, fluorescent spots intensity data abstraction and data expression analysis. Accuracy of gridding will affect the reliability of gene-chip data abstraction and even the final analysis results of gene-chip assays. With gene chip spots probing density becoming higher and efficiency requirement for microarray analysis becoming more prominent, in the last ten years, many methods have presented to promote the accuracy and efficiency of microarray image gidding [4, 5, 6] . However, some methods proposed in last years had more computation complexity and consequently decreased microarray image gridding efficency [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . We proposed a microarray image gridding method based on image projection difference sequences analysis and local extrema searching, which significantly decreased computation complexity and promoted the gridding accuracy and computation efficiency.
II. PRINCIBLE OF THE PRESENTED METHOD
Inspired by the extreme values existence theorem with second class sufficient conditions for a piecewise smooth function curve as Fig.1 , we presented a local extreme value points searching method based on numerical computation for first and second order derivatives as follows.
. 
. Our method: According to the theorem above, we can search for all the extreme value points of one function ) (x f . When step length is 1, the numerical computation approximations for first and second order derivatives are as following backward differences formula:
To gene-chip spots array images without tilting or after tilting correction, we firstly adopt image projection transformation to transform 2D image into 1D signals ( one dimensional functions ), secondly we utilize integrated 1D signal wave-filtering method to eliminate signals noise, then we computed first-order difference and second-order difference with one pixel unit as a fixed step for the smoothed Proceedings of the 10th World Congress on Intelligent Control and Automation July 6-8, 2012, Beijing, China projection signals, and search for all local crest-value points in the smoothed projection signals by combining sequential searching with difference sequences analysis method. After that, we finished gridding to the spot array. In comparison to the method of power spectra analysis [2, 13] , this algorithm has less computation complexity and higher gridding efficiency.
III. REALIZATION OF ALGORITHM
This algorithm is described as the following 5 steps:
(1) Get the vertical and horizontal projection sequences of microarray image with m rows and n columns of pixels by following formula:
(2) Make a synthetical filter with one-dimensional logical, median, zero mean to the projection signal COL[j] and ROW [i] . The formula of zero mean is: 
With left continuation as follows: into data files or database in the form of data tables.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The first step and second step of this algorithm is same as the gridding method based on projection transformation and power spetral analysis, so the intermediate result is also same. The gene chip spots array image after tilting correction and image filtering is showed in Fig. 2 . The difference of such two algorithms is the method of searching local extrema in the third step and the forth step. Firstly, for the vertical and horizontal projection sequences after one dimensional composite filtering and zero mean in Fig. 3 Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Secondly we find all the stagnation points according to the zero points in the first-order difference sequences, and then find all the crest-value points and their coordinates according to the signs of points in the secondorder difference sequences. At last, we can get the approximate pixel coordinates of all the spots' centers in the spots array. The Fig. 6 shows the microarray image gridding result with projection difference sequences analysis and local extrema searching. In addition, the result can be expressed by rectangle sub-images which is used for single spot image segmentation and data abstraction.
Our algorithm avoids the problem that the method of projection transformation and power spectral analysis have to compute power spectral density function for 1D projection sequences. It only needs to compute the first-order difference sequences and second-order difference sequences of the composite filtered 1D projection sequences, and search for the crest-value points of filtered 1D projection sequence according to the zero points of the first-order difference sequences and the corresponding signs of the second-order difference sequences to get vertical and horizontal coordinates of all the spots in microarray image. In comparison to the gridding method based on projection transformation and power spectral analysis, our algorithm's complexity is still 
V. CONCLUSION
Accordding to precedented experiments, the accuracy of image gridding results will affect the reliability of gene chip data abstraction and even the accuracy of final analysis results of gene chip assays. For low spotting density gene chip microarray images, the computation efficiency of gridding algorithm has little influence on the analysis speed, but for high spotting density gene chip microarray image analysis, the gridding method's computation time complexity will affect analysis speed significantly. This algorithm presented is based on difference sequence analysis and local extrema searching and has reduced computation complexity and promoted computing efficiency significantly in comparison to power spectral analysis method.
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